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Typemock, the leading provider and pioneer of easy unit testing solutions, announced today the
release of three unique editions of Typemock Isolator. Typemock Isolator Basic, Essential, and
Complete provide greater access to unit testing and enable developers at all stages of development
to experience easy unit testing based on their needs and budgets.
Unit testing is a key element for any software developer, development team, or business. With
proper unit testing, companies can reduce the cost of software defects while maintaining code
quality and allowing for faster time-to-market. Typemock is committed to making unit testing easier
and more accessible to developers and organizations.
The new Typemock Isolator packages provide easy unit testing tools to all developers as well as
organizations based on their specific needs.
Typemock Isolator Basic - The basic package is a free unit testing framework, for developers
without legacy code to test, which provides basic mocking functionality along with the smartrunner
and coverage indicator features only. With Isolator Basic anyone with green field projects can unit
test and engage in Test Driven Development with the proven power and benefit Typemock offers.
Typemock Isolator Essential - The essential package adds full mocking capabilities for developers
that are committed to Test Driven Development (TDD) and unit testing. It ensures high code quality
and coverage, even for legacy code, in all of .NET, including SharePoint, ASP.NET and ASP.NET
MVC, and C#.
Typemock Isolator Complete - The complete unit testing package offers the most advanced
functionalities available for teams where quality is critical for their business. This comprehensive
mocking framework includes the autocompletion tool as well as productivity metrics for real ROI
tracking and an advanced ASP.NET and ASP.NET MVC test simulator.
&ldquo;We believe that every professional developer should be able to unit test their own
code,&rdquo; said Eli Lopian, CEO of Typemock. &ldquo;Unit testing is an essential development
practice for every professional developer. By offering developers a range of packages for their
differing needs, Typemock is showing its commitment to developers and companies looking to
release quality software and help promote unit testing to the entire community, regardless of their
level. Our range of unit testing solutions make easy unit testing a reality for everyone.&rdquo;
For more information on Typemock Isolator packages, please visit
http://www.typemock.com/isolator-product-page/.
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The Isolator tool family enables easy unit testing of any .NET or C/C++ code (including legacy code
and unwritten code). Typemock was conceived in 2004 to help programmers become Agile through
easy unit testing. Since the launch of the first version of Typemock Isolator in 2006, thousands of
companies around the world use Typemock tools to make unit testing easy and to prevent bugs.
Typemock users are developers from a wide range of sectors &ndash; such as defense, medical,
and finance &ndash; that demand exceptionally high standards of quality and minimum bugs.
Typemock is a privately funded company based in Tel Aviv, Israel. See www.typemock.com.&nbsp;
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